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PassionFish 

PassionFish
11960 Democracy Drive, Reston, Virginia 20190

703-230-3474
www.passionfishreston.com

Owners Passion Food hospitality – 
Gus DiMillo, Jeff Tunks, David Wizenberg

General Manager Ryan McCarthy
Seats approximately 200 main dining room; 

50 private dining room; 24 bar; 50 patio 
Total Number of Employees 
approximately 80 employees

Gross Annual Restaurant Revenues 
$8 million (estimate)

Gross Annual Food Revenues $6 million (estimate)
Average Beverage Revenues $2 million (estimate)

Executive Chef Chris Clime
Food Style Contemporary, seasonal, 
market-fresh fish, seafood, and sushi

Average Dinner Check $65 per person 
Average Number of Daily Covers 350

Beverage Manager/Sommelier scott Clime
Wine List Focus Eclectic, with lighter whites 

and reds, as well as more full-bodied selections 
Wines on List Selections 131

Wines by the Glass 32
Average Bottle Price $75
Bar Manager Chris Wells

Bar Program Focus handcrafted classic southern 
and signature cocktails and microbrew beers

Signature Drink World Class Martini
Average Cocktail Price $12

In a sea of chain restaurants sits PassionFish, a 
9,500-square-foot seafood restaurant in Reston, 
Virginia,  serving up the freshest bounty of the 

world’s waters (there are only three nonseafood entrees 
on the menu). The fifth restaurant of the Passion Food 
Hospitality (PFH) Group, and the only spot outside of 
Washington DC, PassionFish was the brainchild of Jeff 
Tunks, a Culinary Institute of America graduate, with an 
impressive résumé. 

The Texas-born, Atlanta-bred chef began his career 
with an externship under Dean Fearing at the Veranda 
Club in his native city, before crossing the Mississippi 
to work at the Mansion on Turtle Creek’s Mistral in 
Dallas, Texas. Tunks went on to become executive chef 
at the popular River Club Restaurant in Georgetown 
before heading even farther west to luxury resort Loew’s 
Coronado Bay in San Diego. Before his return east, Tunks 
made a pit stop in New Orleans at The Grill Room at the 

Windsor Court Hotel, where he secured a “Best Restaurant” 
rating from Gourmet in 1997 and earned five Mobil stars. 

Shortly after, Tunks decided it was time to go it alone, and 
started PFH in the nation’s capitol with partners Gus DiMillo 
and David Wizenberg. Under the group, he opened his first 
restaurant: seafood hotspot DC Coast in June of 1998, the 
beginning of a slew of award-winning restaurants in the district. 
Then followed Asian-inspired TenPenh (now closed), Ceiba (a 
Latin American and Caribbean restaurant), NOLA-influenced 
Acadiana and finally, in 2008, PassionFish.

“Every time we do a new venue, we reinvent ourselves:  
new menus, new chefs, new concept,” says PassionFish’s   
Executive Chef Chris Clime, who has been with PFH for nearly 
15 years. The  Johnson & Wales University  grad started at DC 
Coast just six months after the restaurant opened, and he’s 
ran the kitchens at TenPenh, Ceiba, and Acadiana. Clime, who 
spends over 90 hours a week with Tunks when opening a new 
spot, grew up in northern Virginia and in Puerto Rico, where 
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people out here shopping for fresh seafood see the prices at the 
store, and know that they’re better off with us.” Plus, it’s one of 
the only chef-driven concepts in the area.  “People have really 
come to love us. They don’t have to drive downtown and fight 
traffic to get good food,” says Tunks.

With a goal of being much more than a special occasion 
dining destination, “we styled the restaurant so it’s not stuffy, the 
food is a good portion size, and there are no white tablecloths,” 
says Tunks. “We want people to be comfortable, and come in a 
few times a week,” adds Ryan McCarthy, PassionFish’s general 
manager since July 2011 (before that, McCarthy was at DC Coast 
since 2001). “We’re a neighborhood family spot with a nice 
sense of community.”

One of the ways PassionFish achieves this is through their 
kid’s menu, a first for the restaurant group. “We put a lot of 
effort into providing a healthy, wide-variety menu for kids,” says 
Tunks, whose kid’s menu offers sushi rolls, grilled daily catch, 
and buckets of chicken, shrimp, and fish. “It really doesn’t skew 
our average check too badly, because we’re everyone’s favorite 
place in Reston.  Everything else is chains.”

But being in Reston, or more specially, Virginia, has its 
downsides. For one thing, the state of Virginia has strict liquor 
laws, like no advertisements or promotions of happy hour 
specials. Another law mandates that Virginia-based restaurants 

his father was the commanding officer at Roosevelt Roads 
Naval Station. He hails from the exclusive five-diamond 
Woodlands Resort in Charleston, South Carolina, where 
he served as  chef de partie for six years before returning 
to Virginia in 1998, when his mother was diagnosed with 
breast cancer.  

Together, Clime and Tunks, and the rest of the gang at 
PFH, have created a seafood mecca where fishmongers, 
sushi lovers, and raw-bar enthusiasts unite.  They like  
to say PassionFish is the next generation,  twenty-first 
century rendition  of DC Coast, taking its tricoastal 
seafood theme to a global level. If the next generation 
means higher revenues, wider variety, and sustainable 
sourcing, they’re right.

In the Burbs
PassionFish found its home in Reston, Virginia, an 
affluent suburb about a half-hour ride from Washington 
DC—despite PFH’s success in the district. Tunks says 
people always ask why they picked Reston, land of chains; 
but the truth is, Reston really picked them. The property 
was owned by their landlord at Acadiana, who invited 
PFH to come take a look at the space. “So we went out 
to Reston, looked at what was already there, and decided 
that seafood had the highest appeal,” says Tunks. There 
was only one other seafood spot in Reston’s Town Center, 
an outdoor shopping and dining area, at the time. “We 
knew we could execute it well, being that we’re chef-
driven, and not just another chain.”

Execute it they did. PassionFish is PFH’s best-
performing restaurant, earning more in one night than 
the other six combined (PFH also opened two new 
restaurants in 2011: District Commons and Burger, Tap 
& Shake). Plus, they can charge more in Reston than 
downtown, says Tunk. “We’re very price sensitive, but 
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at PassionFish are the highest paid cooks in the kitchen. “It’s a 
battle of labor,” notes Tunks. “When it’s slow, they’re not making 
salads, they’re prepping their own stations. We’ve had to rob 
Peter to pay Paul.” Now, Tunks puts prep cooks in the sushi bar 
during the day to help clean the shrimp and chop the tuna. 
“We’ve integrated prep and are trying to find that right balance 
between food and labor costs.” It’s been a tough balancing act.

 “I didn’t design it from a sushi chef’s perspective, I designed 
it my way and then tried to hire somebody to fit around that 
design,” says Turk. “Most sushi chefs work at bars and interact 
with customers. They’re part of the tip program. But they don’t 
have restaurants as big as us, especially with the patio. They’re 
making upwards of 4,000 sushi rolls per night here. If I could 
redo it, I would design a bigger space for them.”

Sourcing Sustainably
The sushi bar sets PassionFish apart from other seafood spots, 
but it’s the integrity of the products that puts them above the 
rest. “We try to focus on using the best quality ingredients we 
can, and bringing out their best flavors,” says Chef Clime, who 
spends a lot of time pickling, canning, and preserving produce 
when it’s in season. One way he achieves this is by making deals 
with farmers and producers.

“We  use a wide range of local farmers for our summer 
produce, like strawberries, peaches, collards, and tomatoes, 
which enables us to buy a better product at a cheaper price,” 
explains Chef Clime. “It’s a win-win, for us and the farmers.” 
Clime says it’s like an alarm going off in his head when 
something is in season. “In late March and early April when the 
weather is warm, I think of the rhubarb soup my grandmother 
used to make, or the strawberries and ramps I used to smell 
during soccer practice as a kid. That’s how I design our menu: 
by ingredient and season, and the rest falls into place.”

This kind of philosophy extends to more than just produce. 
“The hook of PassionFish is that we offer the freshest seasonal 
seafood, from boat to table consistently,” says Chef Clime, whose 
menu changes daily based on availability and seasonality. While 
some seafood dishes remain constant—like the ever-popular 
Whole Crispy Flounder with Spicy Tamarind Chili Nam Pla and 
Cucumber Salad—the right panel of the menu changes almost 
hourly for today’s catch. “People want to come in and know 

and bars buy their liquor by driving to the nearest state 
liquor store, where they not only pay retail prices but 
also have to deliver it themselves. A third law that causes 
trouble for the bar program is infusion; that is to say you 
can’t infuse your own spirits in Virginia. “You can’t bottle 
anything or recreate anything,” says  Scott Clime, Chris 
Clime’s brother and the  wine and beverage director of 
PFH. “It’s all about taxes… they have to see that sticker, 
which is very limiting.” You also can’t discount any alcohol 
after 9 p.m.

East Meets West
Perhaps the most unique aspect of PassionFish, however, 
is the extensive variety of seafood; this is not just your 
average grilled salmon joint. The hyperseasonal menu 
celebrates the flavors and techniques of the world’s coasts, 
from ceviches and lobster rolls to fresh fish, oysters, and 
even sushi.

“While the concept is very unique, an eastern sushi bar 
inside a western kitchen is a challenge,” says Chef Clime. 
Especially when it comes to the sushi. “People are used to 
certain ways of working, and there’s a respect level there.” 
PFH hired Yoshinori Katsuyama, a master sushi chef 
renowned in the DC area, to man the sushi bar. “I had to 
run the station for a while, so I knew finding the right guy 
was important,” explains Chef Clime, who at 6 foot 3 and 
250 pounds says his back couldn’t handle more than four 
hours at the sushi bar. “Yoshi, at 4 foot 11, is the perfect 
size for rolling sushi.”

Of course, more than just size goes into making a 
great sushi roll. Sushi is all about rice—it has to be aged, 
rinsed, and cooked perfectly, explains Chef Clime. “Yoshi 
brings integrity to the rice.” Another challenge with sushi 
is timing rolls with the hot food. “They don’t get tickets, 
so I’m screaming at him, giving orders,” laughs Clime. 
“This is the part I like, the rush of the business, but that’s 
not how sushi chefs work—it’s all about precision and 
timing.”

“It’s an interactive experience with diners,” adds 
Tunks, who likens sushi chefs to pastry chefs. “It’s really a 
specialization and a competitive market.” The sushi chefs 
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that they’re getting well-sourced, sustainable seafood,” 
explains Tunks. “But they want to have choice.” 

And so the Daily Catch menu was born—an option for 
guests to choose one of half a dozen different fi sh, each 
with a choice of sauce (like Salsa Verde Red Thai Curry 
and Lemon Beurre Blanc) and a side (like lobster Mac 
& Cheese, sauteed vegetables, or fries). “That really was 
received well for many reasons: dietary concerns, [a wide 
variety of] fi sh simply prepared, and a way for the guest to 
play chef and create the dish they want by choosing any 
side dish and sauce,” says Chef Clime.

It’s no surprise that PassionFish has developed 
quite a rolodex of fi shmongers over the years. “We 
work very closely with our seafood vendors with 
stewardship certifi cations,” says Tunks. “We really focus 
on seasonality,  like soft shell crabs in the springtime 
from Georgia,” adds Clime. Other popular menu items 
include oysters and shellfi sh towers from the raw bar, 
and  signature dishes like the Red Thai Curry Lobster 
“Claypot”, chunks of lobster and golden Pineapple over 
Jasmine Rice with Kaffi r lime and red Thai curry sauce.

“It’s really about being a good steward of the ocean 
and trying to source what we can buy directly, whether 
that’s cod from Boston or lobsters from Maine,” says 
Tunks. Meanwhile, Chef Clime boasts about the “guy in 
Maine who sells some of the best diver scallops in the 
world. I have his cell phone number and I get the product 
that came in on the boat that day.” Clime also tracks the 
Tokyo fi sh market and the Hawaiian Fish Auction in Hilo 
to source seafood.

Of course, cost is a big factor. “We try to control cost 
through aquaculture and sourcing farm-raised fi sh when 
appropriate,” says Tunks.  This is another time where 
being in Reston comes in handy. PassionFish sources 
fi sh such as char, tilapia, and haddock from Iceland—
it’s shipped overnight and delivered to Dulles Airport, 
which is just a six-minute drive from PassionFish. “So now 
I can go to the airport myself and pick up farm-raised 
Arctic char that was harvested nine hours before I get it 
to the table,” says Tunks. Because of these relationships, 
PassionFish can turn away seafood that is not up to snuff, 
leaving a menu composed of only the freshest, highest-
quality products.

Like anything, it’s about balance. “We like to balance 
the more affordable seafood with the expensive, and give 
our guests the option of having something they have 
never had in the market before at an affordable price 
with the gems in the market like halibut and Dover sole,” 
says Chef Clime. When it comes to determining the price 
of fi sh, Tunks employs a simple formula: if a portion 
of fi sh costs the restaurant $10, Tunks takes that cost 
and adds a $2 “q factor” to cover bread service and the 
accompaniments to the daily catch. PassionFish operates 

at a 33 percent food cost, so that entree costs diners $36. That 
said, the price changes every day and “we try to pass on as much 
savings as we possibly can to the customer,” adds McCarthy. 
But, “you have to be very creative with loss leaders, like oysters,” 
warns Tunk. “It’s about running great soups and salads and 
desserts to help massage those food costs.”

 
Beverage Bliss
After spending 12 years in Oregon tending bar at McCormick 
& Schmick’s, where he eventually became a manager and 
was awarded Sommelier for the International Pinot Noir 
Celebration in Portland, Scott Clime joined his brother at the 
PFH family in 2002. Scott runs the beverage program at all of 
the PFH restaurants, and tasted nearly 1,600 wines when he fi rst 
joined PFH. Every Tuesday, he scheduled tastings and decided 
which wines went best with which restaurants.

The 130-plus list he crafted for PassionFish is split almost 
equally between whites and reds, and new world and old. It 
includes fi ve sparkling wines, 15 whites, and 12 reds by-the-glass 
(all also available by-the-bottle), ranging in price from $6 to 
$18, and 80 or so by-the-bottle-only selections, priced from $24 
(Segura Viudas Brut NV) to $400 (Louis Roederer 2002 Cristal). 
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“People have 
really come to 
love us. They 
don’t have to drive 
downtown and 
fi ght traffi  c to get 
good food.”      
 —Chef Je�  Tunks, 
    co-owner, Passion 
    Food Hospitality Group
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The majority list at under $75, which makes the wine 
program both attractive and affordable for the average 
diner. “I’m a firm believer in an escalated wine list,” says 
Scott, who steps up the price scale in $15 increments. 

For PassionFish, Scott leans towards high-acid, lightly 
or unoaked wines, such as Sancerre, Pinot Gris, and 
Chablis on the white list, and Pinot Noir and Rhone 
Valley selections on the red. This is due in large part to 
one big dilemma he faces at the Reston locale: creating a 
wine list that not only complements Chef Clime’s seafood 
menu, but that also gives diners what they want. The 
two don’t always coincide, he notes. “If I was going to 
tailor it specifically to the cuisine, I wouldn’t carry big 
California Cabs because they don’t pair well with most 
of the menu items,” he explains. “But the clientele still 
wants a Silver Oak Cabernet. And they drink a lot of it.” 
One compromise he’s found is with Pinot Noir, which 
pairs well with the menu and is also a big seller. 

In keeping with the east-meets-west style of the 
restaurant, Scott developed a  cocktail and beer menu 
that features a wide selection of both national and 
international options, including seven sake selections, 
all available by the glass or bottle and in flights of three 
($10), regional and international beers, and classic 
southern cocktails.

When it comes to managing the bar program at 
seven different restaurants, Scott has found one trick to 
be key: assigning a head bartender as a point person at 
each location. “We still have managers who oversee when 
I’m not there, but having someone run behind-the-bar 
operations has helped with consistency and quality of 
the drinks.” This is especially true because of Scott’s 
inclination to make as much of his bar ingredients in-
house as possible. The specialty cocktails are priced from 
$10 to $13 and includes classic libations such as the Mojito, 
Margarita, and Hurricane, and several signature drinks, 
including the Blue Igloo (muddled fresh blueberries, 
blueberry vodka, and house-made lemonade), the frozen 
Mediterranean Sunset (Malibu rum, amaretto, Coco 

Lopez, pineapple juice, house-made grenadine), and the World 
Class Martini (Cîroc Snap Frost vodka, white grape juice, frozen 
grapes skewer). Those cocktail ingredients that can be are made 
in-house, including all of the juices, sour mixes, cocktail onions, 
bitters, grenadines, and so forth.

“We concentrate on quality, just like the kitchen,” he 
explains. “The best chef in the world can’t make good food 
with poor ingredients, and we can’t make a good cocktail with 
pomegranate juice from Thailand. That’s why we developed the 
in-house program.”

Staying Involved
Being a neighborhood restaurant requires a great deal 
of community involvement, so the team at PassionFish 
participates in many local activities, like the Reston Farmers’ 
Market,  Chamber of Commerce events, and even events in 
schools. In fact, at a recent charity fundraiser at his son’s private 
school, someone paid $14,000 to have Chef Tunks cook dinner 
for them. No pressure. Other community outreach events 
include their Annual Passion Food Hospitality Golf Tournament 
in Reston (the rewards banquet will be held at PassionFish this 
year). The proceeds will be donated to The Inn at Children’s 
Hospital for families of those children admitted with terminal 
or long-term care needs. 

Happy-hour specials, winemaker dinners, and other special 
events are the most common ways PassionFish entices guests. 
PFH also offers a loyalty program, where diners can earn 
points for every “dining dollar” spent in one of the company’s 
restaurants. A $25 initiation fee is requested, which instantly 
converts to 25 points on a Loyalty Card. When guests present 
this Loyalty Card at a PFH restaurant, they receive one point 
for each dollar spent. Rewards include gift cards, tasting menu 
dinners, private cooking and beverage tasting classes, and other 
relatively low-cost, high-perceived value items.  

“At the end of the day, if you want to be a successful restaurant, 
you have to be constantly trying to deliver a better experience,” 
says Chef Clime. “We face the challenge of living up to our 
reputation every day.” Tunks agrees: “Making something good 
is hard, but keeping it that way is harder.”


